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Pleasse Justify All Answers!
A
MA.9
912.G.2.5 ‐ Exxplain the derivation and apply formulas for perim eter and areaa of polygonss (triangles,
quad
drilaterals, pe
entagons, etcc.).
1. What is the are
ea of the shad
ded region? Moderate
M
Com
mplexity

2. Fin
nd the Area of
o the parallelogram. Mode
erate Comple
exity
A.
B.
C.
D.

320 units2
309.8 units2
288.8 units2
240.4 units2

MA.9
912.G.6.5 – Solve real‐world problemss using measu
ures of circum
mferences, arrc length, and
d areas of circcles and
secto
ors.
3. What is area off the shaded region
r
above?? Moderate Complexity
C
2
A. 16π in
B. 10π in2
C. 8π in2
D. 6π in2

4. What is the are
ea of the shad
ded region above? Moderaate Complexitty
A
A. 196 ft2
B
B. 153.86 ft2
C
C. 152.04 ft2
D
D. 104.86 ft2

MA.9
912.G.3.3 Use
e co‐ordinate
e geometry to
o prove properties of conggruent, regullar and similaar quadrilaterrals.
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5. On
n the coordinate plane below, quadrilatteral ABCD haas vertices wiith integer co
oordinates. Q
Quadrilateral W
WXYZ is
congruent to quad
drilateral ABC
CD. Which of the followingg could be po ssible coordin
nates for poin
nt Y?
Moderate Comple
exity

A. (‐3
3, 2)
B. (‐3
3, ‐8)
C. (‐6
6, ‐1)
D. (‐6
6, ‐11)

6. Fahran wants to
o draw a squaare on the co
oordinate plan
ne. He has alrready drawn vvertices A, B, and C with in
nteger
coord
dinates, as sh
hown below. Which of the
e following co
oordinates forr vertex D willl complete Faahran's squarre?
Moderate Comple
exity

A. D (4, 1)

B.
B D (2, 2)

C. D (1, 3)
3

D. (1
1, 2)
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MA.9
912.G.2.4: Ap
pply transform
mations (tran
nslations, reflections, rotaations, dilatio
ons, and scalee factors) to p
polygons; to
determine congru
uence, similarity, and sym
mmetry. Know
w that imagess formed by ttranslations, reflections, aand rotationss
are ccongruent to the original shape.
s
Create
e and verify tessellations
t
o
of the plane using polygo
ons.
he point of the
e heart (H) haas a coordinatte of (–5, –7) as shown abbove. The heart is reflected
d over the y‐aaxis and then
7. Th
reflected over the
e x‐axis. After both reflections, what are
e the coordinnates of the point H?
Moderate Comple
exity

A. (––5, –7)

B. (–5, 7)

C.
C (5, –7)

D. (5, 7)

8. Traapezoid ABCD
D below is to be translated
d to trapezoid
d A’B’C’D’ by tthe followingg motion rule.. (x ,y) → (x + 3 , y ‐ 4)
Whatt are the coordinates of po
oint D’? Moderate Comple
exity
A.
B.
C.
D.

(1, ‐3)
(2, 1)
(6, 1)
(8, ‐3)
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MA.9
912.G.4.6: Prove that trian
ngles are con
ngruent or sim
milar and usee the conceptt of correspon
nding parts o
of congruent
trian
ngles.
nd B are simiilar rectangless. The length of the diagonnal of Rectanggle A is 13 innches, and thee length of thee
9. Reectangles A an
diagoonal of Rectan
ngle B is 6.5 inches. Whaat could be thee length and w
width of both Rectangle A and Rectanggle B?
Moderate Compleexity
A. Rectangle A: 5 in x 12 in, Rectangle
R
B: 2.5
2 in x 6 in
B. Reectangle A: 4 in x 10 in, Rectangle
R
B: 3 in x 7 in
C. Reectangle A: 7 in x 11 in, Rectangle
R
B: 2 in x 5 in
D. Rectangle A: 6.5
6 in x 14 in, Rectangle B:: 3.5 in x 8 in
n

10. TThe figure below shows tw
wo similar recttangles. Whatt is the lengthh of PQ? Mod
derate Complexity

MA.9
912.G.5.4 – Solve real‐world problemss involving rigght triangles. Also Assessees G51 and G
G53

11. T
The sizes of computer monitors
m
and television sccreens are foound by meaasuring the leength of the diagonal of
the rrectangular screen.
s
The 50-inch
5
rectaangular TV below
b
has a bottom lenggth of 41 inchhes. What is the height
of thhe screen? Moderate
M
Com
mplexity
A. 9 inches
B. 3
3√91 inches
C. 9
9√91 inches
D. 8819 inches
12. S
Solve the folllowing probleems. Low to Moderate
M
Com
mplexity
aa) A 12 foot ladder is six feet from a wall.
w
How hig
gh on the walll does the laddder touch?

bb) A 6 foot ladder is one and
a a half feeet from a wall. How high oon the wall dooes the ladder
touch?
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cc) Could 2, 3,
3 and 6 repreesent the lengths of sides of a right angl e triangle? Juustify your annswer.

dd) Could 8, 12,
1 and 13 rep
present the len
ngths of sidess of a right triiangle? Justiffy your answeer.

ee) Could 5, 12,
1 and 13 rep
present the len
ngths of sidess of a right triiangle? Justiffy your answeer.

ff) Could 9, 12,
1 and 15 rep
present the len
ngths of sidess of a right triiangle? Justiffy your answeer.

MA.9
912.T.2.1 Define trigonom
metric ratios (sine, cosine,, tangent, cottangent, secaant, cosecantt) in terms of angles in
rightt triangles

13. W
What is the diistance, in me
eters, betwee
en point B and point C? Loook at the diaagram below. Moderate C
Complexity

A. 20
00cos35°

B. 200tan35°

C. 200/co
os35°

D. 200/sin35°
2
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14. D
Derrica is lookking at an airp
plane flying in
n the distance
e. If the airplaane is travelin
ng at an altitu
ude of 2.5 milles and the
distance from Derrrica to the pllane is 3 miless, what is the
e approximatee angle of eleevation from D
Derrica to thee airplane?
Roun
nd to the nearest degree. Moderate Co
omplexity
A. 6
60°
B. 5
56°
C. 3
30°
D. 3
34°

A.912.G.7.1 (M
Moderate) De
escribe and make
m
regular, non‐regular,, and obliquee polyhedra aand sketch th
he net for a
*MA
given
n polyhedron
n and vice verrsa.
**MA
A.912.G.7.2 (Moderate)
(
Describe
D
the relationships
r
between thee faces, edges, and verticees of polyhed
dra.
15. W
What solid is made
m
by this net? Moderaate Complexitty

A. A half cylind
der (cut in
hhalf verticallly)
B. A cone
C. A cylinder
D. A half cone (cut in half
vvertically)

Bencchmark: MA.912.G.6.6 (M
Moderate) Givven the cente
er and the rad
dius, find thee equation of a circle in the coordinate
planee or given the
e equation off a circle in ce
enter‐radius form,
f
state th
he center and
d the radius o
of the circle.
16. Find the equattion of the cirrcle with radius 9 and centter (4, ‐3). Mooderate Complexity
A. (x + 4)2 + (y – 3)2 = 9
B. (x + 4)2 + (y – 3)2 = 81
C. (x – 4)2 + (y + 3)2 = 81
D. (x – 4)2 + (y + 3)2 = 9
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17. W
What equation of the circle
e best represe
ents the grap
ph on the coo rdinate planee? Moderate Complexity
A.
B.
C.
D.

X2 + (y – 2)2 = 36
X2 + (y – 2)2 = 6
((x – 2)2 + y2 = 36
((x – 2)2 + y2 = 6

*MA
A.912.G.6.5 (H
High) Solve re
eal‐world pro
oblems using measures of circumference, arc length
h, and areas o
of circles and
d
secto
ors.
**MA
A.912.G.6.2 (Low)
(
Define and identify:: circumferen
nce, radius, d iameter, arc,, arc length, cchord, secantt, tangent
and cconcentric cirrcles. **Assessed with MA
A.912.G.6.5
**MA
A.912.G.6.4 (Moderate)
(
Determine
D
an
nd use measu
ures of arcs an
nd related an
ngles (centrall, inscribed, aand
interrsections of se
ecants and ta
angents). **A
Assessed with
h MA.912.G.66.5
Find the area of
o the shaded region. High
h complexity
18. F

19. In
n the diagram
m for this prob
blem,
greattest? High Co
omplexity

A.
B.
C.
D.

∠
∠
∠

∥

,

= 48°

= 42°. Which of the following measures is the
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MA.9
912.G.2.2 De
etermine the measures of interior and exterior anggles of polygo
ons, justifyingg the method
d used.
20.
High Com
mplexity

21. F
Find the meassure of angle S. Moderate Complexity
C

A. 222°

B. 52°
5

C. 128°

D.
D 136°

MA.9
912.G.1.1 Fin
nd the lengthss and midpoints of line se
egments in tw
wo‐dimension
nal coordinatte systems.
22. TTo get from hiis high schooll to his home,, Jamal travells 5.0 miles eaast and then 4.0 miles norrth. When Sheeila
goes to her home from the sam
me high schoo
ol, she travelss 8.0 miles eaast and 2.0 miles south. What is the
est tenth of a mile, betwee
en Jamal's hoome and Sheila's home? High Complexity
shorttest distance,, to the neare

ordinates of (5,
( 1). If the co
oordinates off A are (2, 3), what are thee coordinates of
23. TThe midpoint of AB has coo
B?
A. (8,, 1)
B. (7,, 0)
C. (8,, 5)

D. (3
3.5, ‐2)
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MA.9
912.G.1.3 Ide
entify and use
e the relation
nships between special paairs of angles formed by p
parallel lines aand
transsversals.

n the accom
mpanying diagram of recttangle ABCD
D, m∡BAC ( 3x + 4)· , annd m∡ACD ((x + 28)· .
24. In
Whatt is the m∡CA
AD? Moderate Complexityy
A. 12⁰
7⁰
B. 37
C. 40
0⁰
D. 50⁰

25. In
n the accomp
panying figure
e, two paralle
el lines
and
are cut by transversaal
, which intersects
oderate Complexity
G and
d
at H. If m∡BGH (2x l0
0)⁰, and m∡G
GHD (3x 20)⁰, what is the vvalue of x? Mo

n the accomp
panying diagraam,
26. In
Moderate Comple
exity

|| DE,
D m∡

at

25⁰,
2 m∡DFE 1130⁰, and m∡
∡ABD x⁰. Whaat is the valuee of x?
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MA.9
912.G.2.3 Use
e properties of
o congruentt and similar polygons
p
to ssolve mathem
matical or reaal‐world prob
blems.
27. TThe diagram below
b
shows an isosceles triangle
t
ABC. The base BC measures 10 centimeters,, and the triangle
is 13 centimeters high. Points D and E are th
he midpoints of sides AB aand AC respecctively. High Complexity
Whatt is the area, in square cen
ntimeters, of triangle ADE??

28. TTwo wires extend between
n two buildinggs that stand side by side. The wires inttersect at onee point. The tw
wo
build
dings, A and B,
B stand 35 fee
et apart. A diagram of the buildings andd the wires iss shown below
w. High Complexity

Baseed on the meeasurements given in thee diagram, what
w is the lenngth of d?
A. 15 feet
B. 188 feet
C. 200 feet
D. 21 feet
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Answ
wer Key
11) 138
22) B
33) B
44) C
55) A
66) B
77) D
88) A
99) A
110) 3
111) B
112) a) 10.4ftt. b) 5.8ft.
113) C
114) B
115) A
116) C
117) A
118) 100 - 25
5√3 units2
119) A
220) 750 degrrees
221) B
222) 6.7
223) A
224) D
225) 65⁰
226) 38⁰
227) 16.25
228) D

c)no

d)
d no

e) yees

f)no

